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Critics Around the Globe 
Take Cracks at 'Da Vinci Code' 
May 18, 2006 10:13 p.m.

Ron Howard's highly anticipated film adaptation of Dan Brown's best-
selling novel "The Da Vinci Code" garnered mixed marks from critics 
around the world. Here are a selection of reviews from the U.S., France, 
Hungary and elsewhere. (Some items are translated.) The film opens in 
the U.S. Friday.

* * *

GRACELESS ADAPTATION: "Whatever one may think of Dan Brown's book as a piece of literature, it 
managed to marry great gobs of information with narrative drive. Thus it comes as an unpleasant surprise 
that the movie is less cinematic than the book, despite a profusion of foolish flashbacks that evoke repressed 
memories, fearful dreams or portentous events in the ancient world. (The Emperor Constantine's Council of 
Nicea looks like outtakes from D.W. Griffith's 'Intolerance'.) The movie illustrates the book, sometimes 
creepily; you're not likely to forget Paul Bettany's murderous Silas, the slashback of Saint-Sulpice. Even as a 
visual aid, though, 'The Da Vinci Code' is a deep-dyed disappointment. Paris by night never looked 
murkier." -- The Wall Street Journal1, U.S.

* * *

WHERE'S THE MAGIC? "Infused, no doubt, with the profundity of their subject, Ron Howard and his 
screenwriter, Akiva Goldsman, laboriously applied themselves toward digging into the thesis and antithesis 
[of the story], going back through the course of history with numerous flashbacks of the worst, B-movie 
type on Constantinan Rome or the Knights of Templar. Consequently, what they forgot was the show, the 
magic of conspiracies, the charm of melodramatic killers and traitors." -- Le Figaro2, France

* * *

NO CHEMISTRY: " 'The Da Vinci Code' is one of the few screen versions of a book that may take longer 
to watch than to read. … [the movie] is, above all, a murder mystery. And as such, once it gets going, Mr. 
Howard's movie has its pleasures. He and Mr. Goldsman have deftly rearranged some elements of the plot 
… that keep the action moving along … In spite of some talk … about the divine feminine, chalices and 
blades and the spiritual power of sexual connection, not even a glimmer of eroticism flickers between the 
two stars. Perhaps it's just as well. When a cryptographer and a symbologist get together, it usually ends in 
tears." -- The New York Times3, U.S.

* * *
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BURSTS OF LAUGHTER: At the Cannes Film Festival premier Wednesday night, "The Da Vinci Code" 
received "an icy reception" from the press. "The 2,000 journalists [present at the critics' showing] didn't 
hesitate to whistle at Ron Howard's film, and -- the supreme insult -- they laughed during what were 
supposed to be the most poignant scenes." -- Le Monde4, France

* * *

WEARY DUTY: "Those who have read and enjoyed [the book] will find that a few liberties have been 
taken with the story, and might take issue with some of them. And those with concerns about the film's 
capacity to offend religious sensibilities will note added elements that attempt to soften the controversy and 
have each-way bets about faith. But it's hard to imagine that anyone is going to feel much more than 
weariness as they emerge from the cinema. It's a blockbuster made with a sense of what feels like weary 
duty." -- The Sydney Morning Herald5, Australia

* * *

YOU'LL LOUVRE IT! "Ron Howard's splendid 'The Da Vinci Code' is the Holy Grail of summer 
blockbusters: a crackling, fast-moving thriller that's every bit as brainy and irresistible as Dan Brown's 
controversial bestseller … Howard keeps the narrative taut, and Akiva Goldsman's screenplay is a model 
adaptation that hews closely to the essentials of Brown's already cinematic novel without being slavish. And 
this lavish production almost entirely avoids the schmaltz that Howard and Goldsman ladled over their 
previous collaborations, 'A Beautiful Mind' and 'Cinderella Man.' At the movie's heart is Hanks, who is 
sympathetic, funny and immensely watchable as the rumpled Langdon. He's well matched by Tautou, who 
in a difficult role shows the most screen presence since her breakthrough performance in 'Amelie.' " Rating: 
Four stars. -- The New York Post6, U.S.

* * *

DA VINCI SNOOZE: The most common reaction on the way out of the Cannes press screening was, "How 
boring!" -- El Universal7, Mexico

* * *

CHEESY FLASHBACKS: "The surprise, and disappointment, of [the movie] is how slipshod and hokey 
the religious detective story now seems. … It's a challenge, to be sure, to cram Brown's litany of signs and 
symbols, his intricate meditations, into a two-and-a-half-hour film, but Howard, working from Akiva 
Goldsman's script, fails to build intellectual excitement into the quest. He uses cheesy digitized flashbacks, 
rarely trusting the dialogue to evoke history, and he seems faintly rushed and embarrassed each time the 
movie grows talky, as if he were worried that the breathless theology wouldn't hold us." Rating: C+ -- 
Entertainment Weekly8, U.S.

* * *

A BIG CROSS TO BEAR: "[W]hat drives this film is not the sense of excitement that clearly motivated 
Brown when he realized he'd come up with a world-class premise, but a sense of responsibility. A need to 
guard the franchise at all costs has seeped into the very bones of this project, into everything from script to 
casting, and robbed it of the excitement a willingness to consider creative risks might have given it." -- The 
Los Angeles Times9, U.S.
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* * *

TOO MUCH GUILT: " 'Da Vinci' never rises to the level of a guilty pleasure. Too much guilt. Not enough 
pleasure." -- The Hollywood Reporter10, U.S.

* * *

A FLYING MERINGUE PIE: " 'The Da Vinci Code,' a blend of pseudo-facty information and 
mischievous, provocative invention, is a flying meringue pie headed straight for the church's kisser." -- 
Salon.com11, U.S.

* * *

A PLEASANT SURPRISE: "Considering the immense challenges involved in adapting such a talky tome, 
it even struck me as something of a pleasant surprise. … the film has an exciting visual texture that gives 
body to Brown's bestseller-ese prose … Whatever it is, it's a complex movie about ideas. That makes it 
unique in a Big-Budget Hollywood Cinema that is has been consistently dumbing itself down since the 
mid-'80s. And if [it] fails or disappoints at the box office, Hollywood is not likely to be this intellectually 
ambitious again anytime soon. So I, for one, wish it well." -- The Seattle Post-Intelligencer12, U.S.

* * *

'SPAMALOT' WITHOUT THE JOKES: Ron Howard "doesn't believe in wasting time on silly stuff like 
establishing believable characters. [Tom] Hanks and [Audrey] Tautou play cardboard cutout figures who 
scamper across Europe on a tourist schedule, on the trail of this Holy Grail of secrets … Chased for about 
for four days straight, they do not need to eat or sleep or use sentences ordinary human beings would 
recognize. … It didn't have the punch of something like The Boys From Brazil, nor the seriousness of The 
Last Temptation. It was like Spamalot without the jokes." -- The Guardian13, U.K.

* * *

SUPERB PERFORMANCES: "There were, admittedly, some superb acting performances from the star-
studded cast -- however I left the screening feeling rather disappointed and much preferring the novel … 
Despite the rather far-fetched plot and slightly drawn-out ending, there are plenty of edge-of-your-seat 
moments that will keep you transfixed." -- Sun Online14, U.K.

* * *

STORM IN A TEACUP: "Tom Hanks' performance is draining in his role as a hopeless looking, troubled 
professor with a wrinkled forehead. The choice of the Hungarian dubbing for Audrey Tautou is an unlucky 
choice, and she looks serious at every opportunity. Jean Reno and Ian McKellen are lucky in that their roles 
as villains actually give them a chance for real acting and showing emotions. … 'The Da Vinci Code' caused 
a lot of controversy before the premier, but this weak little movie is just a storm in a teacup." -- Népszava15, 
Hungary

* * *

THE REAL SHOW: The movie is actually more interesting when Robert (Hanks) and Sophie (Tautou) 
aren't in it … And then there's Ian McKellen, who could have walked on a sound stage and read the entire 
Bible and made it worthy of a $10 movie ticket. … McKellen flat-out steals every moment he inhabits." -- 
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The Associated Press16, U.S.

* * *

NOT MUCH OF A 'TEMPTATION': "The thriller 'The Da Vinci Code' is just an average adventure film. 
Actually, it's not even anything new on the idea side -- it doesn't hold a candle to Kazantzakis's "The Last 
Temptation of Christ." But carefully planned advertising combined with accidental publicity in the form of 
protests by various religious groups have turned Dan Brown's opus into a global bestseller." -- SME 
Online17, Slovak Republic
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